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FIASH X-RAY OBSERVATIONOF lHS FLCM

BEHIND A DETONATIONWAVE

by

W. C. Rivard

and

Douglas Venable

ABSTRACT

The flow field behind a plane detonationwave in CompositionB-3
(60$jRDx, 40%m, p = 1.730 g/cm3) is examinedby radiographically
observing the motion”of 12.5-pm-thickmetal foils placed between
slabs of explosive 10 by 10 by 0.655 cm. The motion of the foils
is observed along the centerlineof the explosive-foilsandwich
by a sequence of radiographsover a range of 5 to 10 cm of run.
The final position of each foil as a function of its initial
position and time is sufficientto determine the density, particle
velocity, pressure, and internal energy with no a priori assumption
of the equation of state. The data demonstrate to a very good
approximationthat the flow following the detonationwave is self-
similar. The density distributionbetween the detonationfront
and the plane wave initiator is determined to within +0.01 g/cm3
end the pressure distributionto within +4 kbar. The Chapnan-
Jouguet state is describedby a pressure and detonationwave
velocity of 275 +4 kbar and 7.886 +_.008/Wsec,respectively,which
correspond to a density of 2.32 &.01 g/cm3 and a gsnnnaof 2.92 &.05.
Fressure,density, and ganunadecrease monotonicallyfrom Chapmsn-
Jouguet values ‘to13P +2 kbar, 1.72 +.01 g/cm3, and 1.69 4.05,
respectively,at the end of the Taylor wave. These results are
comparedwith calculationsusing various calibratedequations of
state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtually all our understandingof detonation

phenomena and the state parameters of the detona-

tion products of condensedhigh explosiveshas been

derived from and supported inferentiallyby obser-

vations of detonationwave velocity and the motion

of surfaces of objects, such as metal plates and

cylinders near, or in contact with, the explosive.

By today’s standards,the motion of exploslve-driv-

en objects can be measured so precisely that errors

of measurement scarcely affect interpretationof

the observations. Interpretationof the detona-

tion processesby means of these techniques requires

an understandingof detonationwave impact and the

effects of the expanding reaction products on the

driven objects. The apparent circularityof this

argument vanishes if the shock properties of the

driven materials are well understood. This is now

accepted as the case because of the thoroughness

with which the Hugoniot states of many materials

have been examined. However, this technique of in-

quiring into the mechanisms of detonation is by no

means unique. Other experimentalistsare studying

the regions behind a detonationwave to further

understandingof the same events. Some have used

embedded conductorswhich, when moved in a magnetic

field by the detonation products, induce an elec-

tric.signalthat is proportionalto the velocity of

the conductor;hencej Particle velocity is measured.
1
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Some have employed the older method of fla8h radi.

ogra@y3-4

Fla8h radiography today provide8 a precise

measurement of the 8pstial distributionOf mS8s.

den8ity behind strong shock8 such as detonation

waves; in this work the density distributionis de.

termined to within +.01 g/cm3. (All + values quoted

in this repx’t are standard deviationsunless other-

wise noted.) A time sequence of these measurements

describes the entire flow field behind a detonation

wave and, therefore, describes directly how objects

are driven. Interpretationof detonation processes

from these observationsshould complementthe inter-

pretations from other techniques. The experimental

variant peculiar to this work is the u8e of preci8e-

ly located, radiographicallyobservable,metal foils

embedded as a sandwichwithin a high explosive

charge. The foils are placed parallel to the plane

detonationwave. The essence of the expertient is

that the foi18, acting as identifyingtags on “par-

ticles” in the medium, are observed first in their

initial positions and then later when the detona-

tion wave has traveled a distance X. Relative

changes in the foil po8ition8 provide a direct mea-

sure of the spatial density distribution. The tem-

poral distributioncan also be determined if one

has suitably reproduciblehigh explosive systems so

that a meaningful sequence of shots can be made.

In this case, the particle velocity distributionis

also obtainableas a function of space and time.

The attractivenessof this approach lies in the

fact that the interpretationof the measurementsde-

pends only upon the completenessof the conserva-

tion equations and, of course, the ubiquitous errors

of measurements and calculations,a8suming the suit-

ability of the data carrying vehicles, i.e., the

foils and the detonation front.

The experiment is described in detail and the

data are tabulated in Sec. II. The final position,

Xf, of each foil as a function of the initial posi.-

tion, xi, and the detonation front position,X, to-

gether with the detonation velocity as a function

of front po8ition is sufficientto determinethe

density, particle velocity, pressure, and internal

energy from the one-dimensionalEuler equations

with no a priori assumption of the equation of

state. The appropriateequations are given in Sec.

IIIA, To calculate any flow variable, we must

first obtain an analytic descriptionof the data.

We begin by seeking an analytic expressionfor

xf(xi,X) within the context of the classicalmcdel

of detonation,i.e., an instenteneo~ Chapman-

Jouguet5 detonationfollowedby a centered simple

wave (Taylorwave6). Several analytic expressions

involving only two parametersare found and the

extent of the Taylor wave region i8 determined.

An expressionrepresentativeof the mean is select-

ed and the complete flow is calculated. This flow

is taken as a standard and calculationsusing vari-

ous calibratedequ@ions of state (the y-law caU.-

brated by Deal,7 the BKW-HOM calibratedby Meder,

and the JWL calibratedby Lee, Hornl.g,and K1.@)8

are compared to it. This work is the topic of

Sec. IIIB.

II. EXFERIMENJ!ALMJZTHOD

Illustrationsof a typical experimentalasse-

bly, representedschematicallyin Fig. 2.3.sand

radiographicallyin Fig. 2.lb, show features ger-

mane to data collection and analysis. The high

explosive specimen, in the form of a right paral-

lelepipeds,consists of a sandwich of preciselyma-

chined blocks with a 12.5+n-thick tantalum foil

between adjacent piaces. A plane wave generator

is used to initiate the charge so that the result-

ing detonationwave i.aparallel to the plane of

each foil.

The basic mea8urables of this experiment are

the initial position, xi, of each foil; the final

position, Xf; the detonationwave velocity, D; the

excursionof the detonationwave, X; end the time,

t. All spatial positions are referred to the ini-

tially undisturbed interfacebetween the plane

wave generator and the specimen.

An observableregion of one-dimensionalflow

behind the detonationwave is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Within this region the foils remain parallel, as

yet undisturbedby incondng lateralwaves at the

time of the radiograph. The position of the fronts

of the incoming lateral rarefactionwaves (indi-

cated by kinks in the foils) can be mapped by this

technique.

If, instead of a simple sandwich of parallel

foils, one fabricatesan experiment in which the

foil pattern appears as a grid, he could a180 fol-

low the intersectionsof the grid lattice as %ass

points” in two- and three-dimensionalflow. Indeed,

.

.

.
I

.
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PLANE WAVE

GENERATOR

\ /
DETONATOR

Fig. 2,1.s. Schematic of typical experimental
assembly.

L.....A
Fig. 2.lb. Static radiograph of Shot NW-435. Wood

cross-piece on top of Iucite is part of
clamping mechanism that holds high ex-
plosive assembly together.

if one simply superposesthe radiographs of Fig. 2.3

he would have the analog of this arrangement for a

two-dimensionalcase. Development of this tech-

nique for two-dimensionalflow is presently under

investigation.

The experimentalarrangement employed is de-

picted in Fig. 2.4. A dimensionallysmall source

of x-rays, of the order of one millimeter in diam-

eter, is used to cast a sharp shadow image of the

object containingthe embedded foils upon a

photographic film. Radiation ~lse lengths of 0.1

psec with fluxes as low as 25 R, measured at 1 m

from the source, are adequate to produce good con-

trasting images when the source-to-objectdistance

is 3 m and the object-to-filmdistance is 0.7 m.

The flash radiographictechniques employed for

these experimentsare adequately described in Ref.

4. Since then, the capability of the PHERMEX fa-

cility has been expanded to markedly improve space

and time resolutions.

Each experimentalassembly uses a plane wave

generator to drive a specimen of CompositionB-3

(60~RDx, ~% TNT by weight). Deviations from the

nominal 60$ RDX component are less than 1.5$. The

inner element of the plane wave driver is a nominal

20 cm diem by 8 cm long cone-shaped piece of

Baratol. This initiating system is sufficiently

larger in cross section than the specimen charges

that the problem of decay zones
10

is unimportant.

Each plane wave generator, referred to hereafter as

a P-081 driver, is selected from the same produc-

tion lot to minimize variations among units. The

specimen charges are slabs, 10 cm by 10 cm in cross

section. Charge lengths of up to 10 cm are fabri-

cated by stacking the 0.635-cm-thickslabs. Tamta-

lum foils 12.5 ~ thick are placed between adjacent

slabs and serve as the “particles”to be observed.

The foils are all taken from the same roll and

their total mass in any assembly is less than 2$ of

the total mass of the specimen charges. The slabs

are machined to tolerances of iO.005 cm in paral-

lelism, H3.0125 cm in.thickness,and +0.025 cm in

other linear dimensions. Individual pieces are

selected and oriented on the basis of both dimen-

sions and parallelism so that tolerance build-up

ie virtually nonexistent. Selection on the basis

of density (1.730 +0.~1 g/ems) is also made. Each

sandwich of high explosive slabs and foils is

clamped against the surface of the plane wave gen-

erator.

Prior to firing, the position of each foil

with respect to the driver-CompositionB-3 inter-

face is determined by a precision cathetometer.

These positions are compared with those observed on

the static radiograph to provide the value of image

magnification needed for interpretingthe corre-

sponding dynamic radiograph. Films are read direct-

Iy without subsequent photographic reproductions.

3



Fig. 2.2. Dynamic radiograph of NW-435.

*., . . .-*..>,’. ,‘. =3:’
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Fig. 2.3a. Dynamic radiograph of another experi-
ment in which plane of foils i6 normal
to detonationwave front. Wave has run
almost 1(X3mm.

F
—.. -J.

=w

IiiiL
Fig. 2.3b. Dynamic radiograph of similar exper-

ment but with plane of foils parallel
to detonationwave front. Wave has run
almost 103 mm.
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Fig. 2.4. Radiographic setup.
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Although the procedure of comparing data on

static radiographswith cathetometermeasurements

inherentlyeliminatesproblems of film shrinkage,

shrinkage is measured and found to be about one

part in 104, considerablyless than our reading er.

rors. Because the foils are all parallel, only one

can be aligned simultaneouslywith the x-ray beam

axis. Although it is possible to observe radio.

graphicallyangular misalignmentsas small as 2

mrad, misalignmentcorrectionsare insignificant

except for those foils farthest from the beam axis.

The initial and final foil positions and their

standard deviationsare listed in Table 2-I for

ten shots covering a range of 5 to 10 cm of run.

Detonationwave velocities are measured using
11

a method developed by Hayes. The arrival times

of the detonationwave at accurately located dis-

continui.ties,such as the foils, are determined to

within a few nanoseconds. The detonationwave ve-

locity for each shot is found to be constant to

within +.025 mm/psec and the velocity variation

among shots is less than *.040 mm/ysec. The deto-

nation velocities and their standard deviations are

listed in Table 2-11 for nine shots. Each value

representsthe average velocity over the range in

which the fo~l measurementsare made. The mean det-

onation velocity (excludingthe velocity for shot

NW-432) is 7.8% *.008 mm/ysec.

TABIJ?,2-I. FOIL FOSITIONDATA
(All distances in millimeters)

Shot NW-k27

Foil No. ‘i
o

‘f
u

1 50.8743 0.0c%8 58.2258 0.2004

2 Y .2262 0.0(%3 64.3882 0.1323

3 63.5705 0.0055 70.1641 0.0899

4 69 .g226 o.on3 75.%52 0.0797

5 76.2629 0.0042 81.3592 0.1240

6 82.6105 0.0071 86.6121 0.0491

7 88.9395 0.w72 91.7140 0.0746

8 95.2769 O.oop 96.5462 0.07%

Det wave lco.8w1 0.0722

Shot NW-439

Shot NW-428

Foil No. x.
L

o
‘f

a

1 w.8038 0.0095 57.4605 0.1955

2 Y.lpl 0.0080 63 .24k5 o.llf50

3 63.4992 0.0093 69.1.885 0.0’730

4 69.&15 o.o122 ~k.7jcm o. M%4

5 76.209~ 0.0079 79.9135 0.3.207

6 82.5682 0.0105 84.9545 0.Opo

7 88.9M 0.0084 89.7665 0.1077

Det wave 92.5010 0.0865

Shot IW-430

Foil No. x.
1

u
‘f

o

1 31.6977 0.0051 38.z$EI 0.1.694

2 38.0382 0.0043 44.7809 0.1749

3 44.4033 0.00’71 51.0221 0.1621

4 50.7542 o.ooy3 56.9119 0.1167

5 y. 1103 0.0048 62.7889 0.1302

6 63.4248 0.0076 68.2060 0.0565

7 69.7632 0.0034 73.5548 0.0763

8 76.1141 O.a.wo 78.5%5 0.0784

9 & .4673 0.0056 83.3569 0.1081

Det wave E%.3013 0.0947

Foil No. x. 0
2. ‘f

u

1 25.3662 0.0084 31.7279 0.2056

2 31.7231 0.0069 38.1425 0.161

3 38.0736 “ 0.W64 b4.2y30 0.1137

4 44.4341 0.0076 50.3856 0.1205

5 50.8163 0.01%3 56.3408 0.IJ_83

6 Y. 1798 0.(x163 61..92I6 0.09’23

7 63.5213 0.0044 67.2602 0.0878

8 69.8919 0.0061 72.3o68 0.0599

9 76.2395 0.0058 77.12L7 0.0540

Det wave 79.8317 0.0971
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TABIE 2-I. FOIL FOSITIONDATA (Continued)
(All distances in millimeters)

Shot NW-431

Foil No. x: u. x. u

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Det wave

19 .Om

25.36&

31.6932

38.0372

44.3845

m .7487

57. =69

63.4774

69.818?

o.co39

0.0055

0.0055

0.0044

a.0053

0.0064

c1.0080

0.0072

o.co71

24.I’w

31.0831

37.4803

43.5858

49.5993

9+ J?230

60.6873

65.8547

70.6586

73.7193

0.2115

0.1948

0.1984

0.22y

0.148s

0.1087

0. I.205

0.0325

O.mog

0.0857

Shot rw-k32

Foil No. ‘i a ‘f “
o

1 u .6797 0.0042 17.9611 0. I.383

2 19.0323 0.0046 24.4P0 O. I_364

3 25.3795 0.0069 30 .88Q1 OW48

4 31.7’3.59 0.0064 31’.o148 0,0646

5 38.0643 0.00s 43.0183 0.0855

6 44.4247 O.&l 48.%25 0.0780

7 % .7889 0.cx%8 54.3893 0 .Oahg

8 57.1510 0.0C60 59.5665 0.0749

9 63.4$x27 O.w 64.4993 0.071.6

Det wave 66.0077 0.1%5

This data set is omitted from the analysis,on
statlsti.calgrands (see Appendix F).

Shot NW-442

Foil NO.
‘i

u
‘f

o

1 6.3715 0.CX)43 10.9653 0.2245

2 12.7322 0. c039 17.2$9 0.1874

3 19.o&5 0.0048 23.&93 0.1716

4 25.4388 0.0Q38 30.2419 0.1801

5 31.7746 0.0055 36.2763 0.@96

6 38.u68 0.0045 42. 1%6 0.1015

7 44.4925 0.0049 47.7683 0.0857

8 30.&66 o.c@ P .9973 0.1191

9 ‘j7.2174 0.0049 57.9901 O.O&l

Det wave 61.0199 0.0127

shot NW-434

Foil NO. ‘i
u

‘f o

1 31.6s63 o.oo5g 35.6361 0.0941

2 37.9622 0.M)72 41,2667 0.W93

3 44.3197 0.0078 46.6358 0.0874

4 XI.6708 0.0073 51.6324 O.aw

Det wave 54.6107 0. lEO

shot NW-433

Foil NO. ‘i
a

‘f
u

1 6.3613 O.Coy 10.5151 0.1982

2 1.2.7246 0.oo41 1.6.8435 0.2031

3 19.0781 0.0cY52 23.431.6 0.H348

4 25.4287 0.0072 29.6411 0.1514

5 31.7807 O.t)cy 35.6777 0.0860

6 38.c@2 0.OU..3 41.3465 0.1599

7 44.4444 0 .oo& 46.8846 0.1022

8 50.8176 0.0105 51.9389 0.1226

Det wave 5i5.oI.28 0,0878

Shot NW-435

Foil No. x.
1

0 ‘f
o

1 6.3390 0.0047 1o.5488 0.1740

2 z .67a2 o .c073 16.8452 0.1524

3 19.0352 0.0055 22.9796 0.0@8

4 25.3692 0.00.5$) 29.0733 0.I.371

5 31.730? o.cd+4 34.8788 0.0411

6 38.0553 0.0C%3 40.3304 0.0838

7 44.3939 0.0q33 45.4155 0.llbo

Det wave 48.3455 0.0918

6



TABIE 2-11. DETONATIONWAVE VEI.OCITIES

Foil MeasurementSedwe (m)
Shot w’. ~eginning x

427 30.8743 lw.8121 a.-

U28 SO.i?038 g2.3olo 7.9W3*.01.I.3
439 31.6977 e6.3013
450

7.9137●.cKl?l
25.3642 79.8317 ‘7.878’7●.@%3

431 19.0L36 ’73.7193 7,8803 &.0128
by 12.6797 66.0357
11112

7.8679*.w68
6.3715 61.0199 7.6971*.oti7

k33 6.3613 56.0128 7.@33i.a247
lb3k 31.6%3 %.6107 7.SE61*.ola?
b35 6.3390 48.345.5 7.W9 ●.@370

lleanVelccity(excludingthevelocityforshotM-432)= 7.8&3●.C077

%!he detonationwavn velocityfor this shot is cdttad becaum of
faultyelectronics.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Determinationof the Flow from the Cme-
Dim enslonalEuler Equations

The data listed in Table 2-I can be described

by a function Xf = xf(xi,X) in a given region of an-

a.1.yticityand the detonationvelocity can be de-

scribedby D . D(X) (for most purposes we take D as

constant at 7.886 mm/paec). Given this information,

then the density, particle velocity, pressure, and

internal energy can be determined from the one-di-

mensional Euler equation8. The density, p, is de-

termined from the conservationof mass as

()axf -I.
P(xi>x)= P. q Y

x

(3.1)

where p. is the density of the unreacted explosive.

Notice that the density canbe calculatedfrom the

data of a single shot, whereas the calculationof

any other flow variable requires data from several

shots because time derivativesalong particle paths

are involved. The particle velocity, u, is givenby

()axf
U(Xi>X) = D ~ .

x.
1

(3.2)

The pressuxe, p, is determinedfrom the conserva-

tion of momentum

(3.3)

t

and the internal energy, E, from the conservation

of energy

g=pp-2g . (3.11)

The initial conditionsfor the integrationof Eqs.

(3.3) and (3.4) are obtained from the Renkine-

Hugoniot equationsas

fi(X)=PoDfi ,

i(xi) = E. +fi2/2 ,

(3. 5)

(3.6)

where II= u(xi = X, X) and the pressure and particle

velocity of the unreacted explosive are taken as

zero.

The physical interpretationof j depends upon

the resolution of the data. If the data are suffi-

cient to resolve the reaction zone, f corresponds

to the von Neumann “spike”pressure.
12,13

On the

other hand, if the reaction zone is too thin to be

resolved and instantaneousreaction is assumed, ~

correspondsto the detonation pressure. The physi-
.

cal Interpretationof E is similar to the interpre-

tation of fi.

If the explosiveproducts are in chemical equi-

librium, the isentropic sound speed, c, can be cal-

culated as

C(xi$x)‘ (alM: -
i i

(3.7)

The type of detonation (strong,Chapmen-Jouguet,or

weak) can, in general, be determinedby comparing

( U+C) withD. However, if D is constant end we

assume instantaneousreaction followed by a centered

simple wave, then a Chapman-Jouguetdetonation is

automaticallyobtained if we attach the unsteady

rarefaction to the detonation front. Moreover, a

weak detonation is produced when a region of con-

stant state is placed between the detonation front

and the unsteady rarefaction. Strong detonations

cannot exist under these assumption; hence, the

type of detonation (Chapmen-Jou@et or weak) simply

depends upon the range of data that are fitted with

the unsteady rarefaction. Sitilar difficulties

arise if we assume a,steady reaction zone instead

of instanteneas reaction.

To carry wt the analysis, we nust determine

analytic expressionsfor xf(xi,X) and D(X). The

classical theory of detonation provides the simplest

7



reasonable forms for x
f
and D end is taken as the

starting point.

B. Chapman-Jouguet/TeylorWave Model

The classical theory of detonation consis$s

of an instantaneousChapman-J.ouguetdetonation foll-

owed by a centered simple wave (Taylorwave). The

theory contains the followlng physical assumptions:

(1) constant detonationvelocity, (2) instantaneous

reaction to a sonic state relative to the detona-

tion front, and (3) self-similar flow following the

detonationwave. Each of these assumptions,exclud-

ing the Chapmen-Jouguethypothesis, is checkedwith

the data.

1. Test of the Physical Assumptions. As

shown in Sec. II, the meaaured detonationvelocity

is constant within +.(X25 mm/psec in any one shot.

Hence, we take D as constant and use the mean value

of 7.886 mm/psec to represent all the data. ‘fhis

mean value deviates less than +.040 rmn/~secfrom

the detonationvelocity of any one shot.

With regard to the second assumption,neither

the radiographsnor the plotted data show any indi-

cation of a finite reaction zone. The fact that

the plotted data show no indication is not surpris-

ing, since the closest foil to the detonation front

is about 2 mm behind it. Earlier measurementsof
13 ~ndicate tht it is PrOb-reaction zone thickness

ably an order of magnitude smaller. Hence, for pre-

sent purposes, we assume instantaneousreaction.

With this assumptionand the constancy of D, the

sonic nature of the flow cannot be checked with

only these data. Thus, we assume the Chapman-

Jouguet hypothesis which attaches the Taylor wave

to the detonation front. The possibility of a weak

detonation is discussed in Sec. IV.

To check the assumptionof (geometric)self-

simil.erity,we plot y vs Y where

y = xf/x , (3.8)

Y = xi/x , (3.9)

and X is the distance of run associatedwith each

shot. The y, Y values and their respective stand-

ard deviation are listed in Appendix A. The plot-

ted values are shown in Fig. 3.1. The data pol.nts

should lie along a single curve if the flow is geo-

metrically similar. This is very nearly the case

for most data points. For small values of Y, there

is some spread in the data. This is to be expected,

,, .
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Fig. 3.1.

Y. xj/x

Final foil position, Xe, vs initial foil
position, xi, both di~ded by the posi-
tion, X, of the detonation front at the
time of measurement of xf. The points

are the experimentaldata, the curve a
fit.

however, because the flow in this region is gov-

erned primarilyby the transmittedrarefaction

from the P-081 driver, which is not a geometrically

similar flow.

Since the data occupy two regions of analytic-

ity, we cannot hope to describe all the data with

a single analytic expression. The two regions are

joinedby a characteristiccurve across which the

first derivative of the flow variables ha8 a finite

jump. We denote this characteristicby YT end

refer to it as the terminal characteristicof the

Taylor wave. Within the Taylor wave region, the

partial differentialequations,Eqs. (5.1) to (5.7),

are replaced by the following set or ordinary dif-

ferential equations. Given y(Y) end D = constant

we have

p(Y)/po =

c(Y)/D =

u(Y)/D =

p’(Y)/po& =

Y=

E’(Y)/Dp x

(Y’)-l > (3.10)

Y(p/po)-l , (3.11)

Y- Ye/D , (3.12)

(c/D)2(p/po)’ , (3.I.3)

c2P/P s (3.14)

k’hom(P/Po)-2(P/Po)’ , (3.15)

where the constants of integrationare

fi/Po~ =@ , (301.6)

.

.

.
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~/@ = Eo/D2

Here, (“) means

Chapman-Jouguet

+ (fi/D)2/2 . (3.17)

a quantity evaluated at Y = 1 (the

point).

In the region following the Taylor wave, the

flow is most probably influencedby the transmitted

rarefaction from the P-081 driver. However, there
. is only a slight spread in the data and, moreover,

the data Ue very nearly along a straight llne.

Hence, for comwtational ease, we approximatethis

region by a constant state. The effect of this

approximationon the determinationof YT and hence

the calculatedflow in the ‘Taylorwave is discussed

below.

2. Location of the Terminal Characteristicof

the Taylor Wave. The terminal characteristic,YT,

of the Tsylor wave is located by trial and error.

We guess a value of YT and fit the data In the

Taylor wave region with some form

Yu = Y(Y ; an)

while the data in the

fitted with

yL=b1Y+b2 ,

(3.18)

trailing constant state are

(3.19)

where a and bn are adjustableparameters.
n

We seek

to match the density at the end of the Taylor wave,

calculated from Eq. (3.10),tith the density in

the constant state, which is simply po/bl.

A preliminaryinvestigationof fitting forms,

YU, indicates that only two parameters are needed

to describe the data accurately (see Anendix B).

In an effort to remove fitting form bias in the

calculationof YT, nine fitting forms are used

(each fits the data equallywell) and the mean den-

sity at the end of the Taylor wave is comparedwith

the density in the constant state. Each of the

nine fitting forms is chosen a priori to peas

through the point Y = 1, y = 1. This is done be-

cause the unreacted explosiveis stationary (u. = 0).

A curve passing above the ~oint 1,1 indicates for-

ward motion of the unreacted explosivewhereas a

curve passing below indicatesbackward motion. The

results for three guesses at YT are given in Table

3-I. The fitting form numbers refer to equations

in Appendix B.

. The value YT = 0.454 is selected as the termi.

nal characteristic. To obtain continuity of y and

p at YT, we select fitting form (BTa) (see Sec. 3

TABIS3.1. CCMFASISONOF TSE &X@SEiSION (P/P.)AT lW m
OF TNS TAYICSWAVE WI~ llE COl&E%ION IN TSS
TNAILIW3CONBTA~ SDUE.

l%e Ccapressionat the end of the Taylorwave is calculated
frcmIEQ.(3.10)for the fittingforms givenbyEw. (Bla)to
(B8a)and(m). Thecc.mpessionin the constantstateis
calculatedfrom a linearfit to the remninlrxdata.

Rx.itiOn of the Terminal characteristic, Y.T
Q.5JU0 0.4769 o.49ia-

FittingForm Ccmpre.sslOnp/p.

Bla 1.0282 1.0150 0.9991
S?a 1.CC95 0.9936 0.9737

B3a 1.033b 1.0185 1.C@2

SJw L.0516 1.0398 1.0281

B5a 1.0338 0.9871 0.9659
Bfh 1.0149 1.0X6 o.9a21

ma (ref.) 1.0q2 1.o122 0 .*’?

B8a 1.0356 1.0221 1.0079

w 1.0433 1.03C9 1.0179

Mesn 1.=75 ●.00%2 1.01.33●.C057 0.~73 +.cuS8

LinesrFit 1.C030 *.0072 0.9993 +.C075 0.%283i.@32

below) which is

quire

representative

IyL=y; (Y- YT)+yu I

of the mean and re-

. (3.20)

iy
f“

Iy
m

L L

This changes bl from 1.001’7to 1.0035 and b2 from

0.078036 to 0.07b25~ and increases the standard de-

viation of the fit, defined in Eq. (5.28),in the

constant state from 0.0058 to 0.IXJ4g. For compari-

son, the standard deviations of the data points in

the constant state range from 0.0015 to 0.0037 (see

Appendix A).

It is found after the fact that the location

of the terminal characteristichas very little ef-

fect upon the calculationof the flow in the Taylor

wave. ‘lhemean Chapman-Jouguetpressure, for ex-

ample, varies by less than 3 kbar for YT between

0.430 and 0.515. Consequently,the accuracy of the

constant state approximationto the transmitted

rarefactionfrom the driver is unimportant for this

purFcx3e.

3. Calculation of the Complete Flow. Fitting

form (BTa) has the form

()%=l+*-lH-% ‘
(3.21)

where A = 0.63388 end B = 0.70890. The imp13.edflow

calculated from Eqs. (3.10) to (3.17) is

9



P/Po=AY+B , (3.’22)

c/D = y(po/p) , (3.23)

U/Ii= yu - c/D , (3.24)

P/po& = 1- A-2 [p(l - POB/12)2 +2(6 - P)]/P

+2~-2~(ivP) > (3.2;)

Y = c2P/P , (3.26)

(E- EO)/D2= (Ii/2D)2+(p- ~)(PO/jj-2A-2)/p

+ (B/2A)2 (~= - p2)/p~

+A-2 (l+2Bp0/p)h (p/~) . (3.27)

The flow in the Taylor wave region (Y 2 0.454)

is calculatedfrom Eq. (3.21) and the flow behind

the Taylor wave is calculatedfromEq. (3.20). An

x,t plot of the calculatedflow with the data super-

impo8e-dis shown in Fig. 3.2. The detonation front,

tail characteristicof the Taylor wave, end the

piston path are shown. The calculatedparticle

paths are shown as solid lines in the Taylor wave

region and as dashed lines in the region of con-

stant state. In the Taylor wave region, the agree-

ment appears to be very good. The approximationof

the transmittedrarefactionfrom the P-081 driver

by a constant state appears to do quite well. Fig-

ures shmring y(Y), AY(Y), u(Y)/D~ c(y)/Dj P(y)/Po>

p(Y)/poD2, p(Y) inmegabars, (E(Y)-Eo)/D2,y(Y),

u(Y)/U c(Y)/D> P(Y)/Po, P(Y)/Po~>~ (P/Po~) vs

h (p/po),p(p/po)/poD2,y(p/po), and a typical

13
Paal / ca4P. S-3

- ~ ;,,i [ !

I
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lj~/
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P=275 kber

7 p=2.32glcm3
U=e.ol mm/@c

6
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DISTANCI

t P ,

40

Fig. 3.2. Calculatedparticle paths with the data
points superimposed. The calculated
curves end values come from a two.param-
eter fit to the data [(Eq. (3.21)].

negative characteristicare contained in Appendix

D togetherwith the tabulated values.

4. Error Analysis. An appropriatequantity

to compare with the standard deviations of the data

points I.isted in Appendix A is the standard devia-

tion of the fit

sDF(n,.) = [& $ (AY)2]* , (3.28)

where n is the number of data points being fitted,

N is the number of adjustableparemetera in the

fitting form, and Ay is the differencebetween the

data and calculatedvaluea. In the Taylor wave

region, SDF(53,2) . 0.0017 when YT . 0.454 and we

use fitting form (Bya) [Eq. (3.21)]. The standard

deviations of the data points in the Taylor wave re-

gion range from O.OCKM to 0.C031.

The standard deviationsof the flow variables

are calculatedfrom the standard deviations of the

parameters,u(A) and u(B), end the standard devia-

tion of the mean detonation velocity, a(D). The

details of the calculationare given in Appendix E.

In estimatingthe total standard deviation of any

flow variable,we also include the standard devia-

tion of the mean for the 11 different fitting forma,

Eqs. (Bla to I@a), (Bg), (B1O), and (Bll), listed

In Appendix B. In Table 3-II we list the ccxnpo-

nents of the total standard deviation of each flow

variable as

1. UB, standard deviation arising from u(A)

and u(B) alone,

2. UDS standarddeviation arising

alone,

3. ‘ff‘
standard devlatlon of the

eleven fitting forma, and

4. 0, total standard deviation.

The values are listed at the detonation

from u(D)

mean for

front and

at the end of the Taylor wave, because the errora

are lergeat at these extremes. The total standard

deviation is obtained by combining the component

errora as independent,i.e.,

We are unable to arrive at any useful estimate of

the systematicerrors.

5. Comparisonwith Other Work. Several flow

variables calculatedfor ‘tiicua calibratedisen-

tropea (y-law,BKW-HOM, and JWL) using the clasai.cal

.
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TAB12 3.11. FIKWVASIABISS

Calculatedwith the claosicalmcdelusing Eq. (3.21) .sscI
theirestimatedstandarddeviations●t the detonation
frontsnd the end of the Taylorvsve.

StandardDeviation
FISW

Variable Value aAB ‘D ‘ff
a

6 2.32 g/ciug 0.010 -- O.w 0.012
E 5.8?,nn@ec O.a?l 0.CC6 0.017 0.030
~ 2.01mn/*net o.ca O.oc? 0.017 0.C29

5 275kbsr 3.2 0.6 2.3 4,0

i’ 2.92 o.cA3 .. 0.032 0.09$

D(Y.+ 1.72 g/cm~ O.m -- 0.o11 O.olh
c(Q 3.59d~sec 0.018 0.023 0.024 0.030

u(YT) 0.%6mujuaec O.a?b O.col 0.026 0.035

P(YT) E kbar 1.8 0.3 1.8 2.5
y(YJ 1.69 0.0?9 -- 0.035 o.@6

Chapman-Jouguetdetonationmodel with a constant

velocity driver-CompositionB-3 interface as des-

cribed above are comparedwith the corresponding

variables calculated in this work. The form of

each isentrope is as follows:

y-law isentrope:7

P = fi(P/?)~ , 3 = poD2/(y+l) ,

6 = Po(Y+U/Y , (3.29)

BXW-HOM isentrope:
8

+ a4(9nv)3 + a5 (hv)4 ,

v=l/p, (3.30)

JWL isentrope:g

% akV aV
p=alV +ae +ae6 ,

3 5

v= po/p . (3.31)

For uniformity,we adjust the Chapman-Jouguetpres-

sure, fi,for each isentrope to be 0.2$12hbar when

D = o.78~ cm/@ec and p. = 1.730 g/cm3. ~is val-

ue of Chapman-Jouguetpressure has been measured by

Dea114 for CompositionB hating an RDX/TNT content

of 64/36 wt $ and an initial density of 1.713 g/cm3.

The correction of this value to our CompositionB-3

is negligible. For the y-law isentrope, this im-

plies y= 2.6848. For the BRW-HOM and JWL isen-

tropes,we adjust two parameters in each to satisfy

the following relationswhich hold at the Chapman-

Jouguet point.

fi(t; an) = poD2(l - Vpo) , (3.32)

~($; an) =-poll’, (3.33)

Given $ = 0.292 Mbar and $. (1 - ~/poD2)/po,we

solve Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) for al and a2 in the

case of BRW-HOM and for al and a in the case of
3

JWL. Equations (3.32) and (3.33) are identically

satisfiedby the y-law isentrope as given by Eq.

(3.29).

The calibratedparameters for the three isen-

tropes are listed in Table 3-111. These parameters,

we believe, represent the most current values. For

each isentrope, the standard deviation of the fit

is also given for comparisonwith the value 0.0017

obtained with Eq. (3.21). The quantities in paren-

theses result from a least-squaresfit to the data.

By allowing two free parameters in the BKJi-HOM

(a2, a3) and JWL (a3, ak) forms, we can accurately

describe the data; thus, neither form is preferable

in this regard. In fact, in Appendix B these forma

are shown to be statisticallyequivalent to nine

other two-parameterforms. The third parameter (al

TABLE 3-III. PARAMZTER VAIIJESFOR THE Y-LAW,
BIUT-HOM,AND JWL ISEITfROPES.

Isentrope
Parameter y-Law BXW-HOM JWL

Y 2.6848 --

(2.5980) ‘-

al
-- -3,4160 0.o12095

(-2.48$2) (0.092815)

a2
.- -2.331.6 -1.31+

(0.26037)

a3
-- o.25g61 5.0$@6

(2.@’75) (43.074)

a4
-- 0.028355 -4.2

(-8.IQ4)

a5
-- -0.012436 0.076783

a6
-- -- -1.1

W(53,0) 0.0039 0.0034 0.0076

SDF(53,1) (0.0036) -- --

SDF(53,2) -- (0.0018) (0.0018)

Parametervalues correspond to p(klbars)and v(cm3/g).
The values in parentheses correspond to a fit to
the data.
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in each case) that changes is dependentupon the

two free parameters and is determined along with

the value of ? by simultaneoussolution of Eqs.

(3.32) and (3.33). Although the single-parameter

y-law form does remarkablywell, it is clear that

a single parameter does not provide an accurate des-

cription of the data.

The upper left-hand frame of Fig. 3.3 shows

four curves which represent differences in y rela-

tive to the values calculatedtithEq. (3.21). me

sawtooth curve representsdifferenceswith the ac-

tual data points. The three dotted curves repre-

sent differencesbetween the calibratedisentropes

and Eq. (3.21). Toward the end of the Taylor wave,

all the calibratedisentropesyield values of y

considerablybelow the data points. In the remain-

ing five frmes we show com~risions of P(Y)> P(Y),

p(v), p(u), end y(p) calculatedfrom the calibrated

isentropes and Eq. (3.21).

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results obtained from the analysis of the

embedded foil data are summarizedin Table 4-1.

The Chapman-Jouguetpressure of 275 +4 kbar has

been comparedwith other values obtained by differ-

ent measurement techniques (see Ref. 16). Values

ranging from s 268 i6 to 312 i5 kbar are cited.

The lowest value is obtainedwith a new x-ray tech-
1.6

nique, and the higher values (292 end 312) are

inferred from measurementsof the free surface ve-

locity of driven inert plates. No satisfactoryex-

planation for the large range of values is present-

ed and there appears to be no reason to choose one

value as “correct”in preference to the others.

Theresults presented in Table 4-I have been

obtainedwithin the context of the classicalmodel

of detonation. It is important to realize, however,

that other models which involve different physical

assumptionsexist and describe the data equally

well. Moreover, the results obtained are generally

different than those reported for the classical

model, although, in the two alternatemodels we

consider below, the differences are not statisti-

cally significant.

Observationsof gas detonations show17,18

that the flow immediatelybehind the front, while

not one-dimensionalin the small, is on the average

supersonicwith Mach number 1.10 to 1.15. Further-

more, mechanisms for steady reaction zone solutions

which terminate in a weak state have been de-

scribed.19~20 Hence, a weak detonationwith instan-

taneous reaction and a trailing self-similarflow

is investigatedas an alternate model for the data.

A weak detinatlon is produced I.fwe separate the

rarefactionwave from the detonation front by a

small region of constant state. The detonation

~ch number, M, is related to the size of the con-

stant state region, 6y, by

M=l+D6y/e . (4.1)

Here, ~ is the acoustic velocity in the constant

state. Mach numbers ranging from 1.0 (Chapman-

Jouguet detonation) to 1.15 are investigated. The

results are given in Table 4-II. For ~ch number

1.03, the density at the front is decreased by l?

and the pressure by 3$ of the Chapman-Jouguetval-

ues and the SDF (52,2) Increasesby 0.03$. The

constant state region which has 6y . 0.02 contains

no foils. For Mach number 1.15, the density and

pressure are decreasedby 4% and 12%, respectively,

and the SDF (52,2) is increasedby 13%. In this

case, the constant state region has 6y = 0.10 and

contains 13 foils. lieconclude that the data are

also well described by a weak detonationwith Mach

number a few percent greater than unity. However,

it Is unlikely that we have a Mach number as large

as 1.15.

We turn our attention now to the possibility

of a slightly time-dependentdetonation as another

possible model for the data. Slight time dependence

would not be detectable in the plot of y vs Y (Fig.

3.1), because the data sets are not distinguished.

To investigatethis question,we make use of the

fact that the density can be calculated from the

data of a single shot using only conservationof

mass, Eq. (3.1). Also, the pressure at the front

can be calculatedfrom the density using the Renkine-

Hugoniot eqyations ‘ifwe assume instantaneousreac-

tion.

For each shot we fit the data points that lie

in the range 0.454 S xi/X S 1 with the form

L )Axi/x+ B

‘f
.x+x.A-lh

+B”
(4.2)

This fitting form, althcmgh equivalent to Eq. (3.21),

does not invoke the asstunptionof self-similarflow

because the values of A and B are free to change

from one shot to’the next. The values of A, B, ~,
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TABIE 4-1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OBTAINED FOR COMPOSITIONB-3
(60~ RDX, 4@ m, PO = 1.73o g/cmg).

Fit: Y=xf/X , Y= xi/X , X=Dt ,

y=l+ A-l
()

~AY# , A = 0.63388 ZE.CQO , B = 0.70&0 *.015

D = 7.886 &.008 ntn/ysec .

CalculatedFlow: P/PO = Ay + B > c/D = YPO/i7 , u/D = Y - c/D

p/poD2 = 1- A-2[(P/Po) (l-PO@P)2 + 2(iLP)/PoI +2~-2~ (b/P) ,

y = c2p/p

Chapnan-JcuguetState: ~ = 2.32 k.01 g/ems , E = 5.87 +.03 mm/psec ,

ii= 2.01 +.03 nsn/psec , ~=275&4kbar, ~=2.92 k.05

Ccmtant State: p = 1.P *.01 g/cm3 s c . 3.59 +.03 mm/psec

u = 0.5&5 +.04 mm/Vsec , p = 132 +3 kbar , y = 1.69 +.05

TABIE 4-11. DENSITY, PRESSURE,AND PERCENTAGEIN-
CREASE INTHS S’lY!NDARDDEVIATION OF
TRE FIT FOR INCREASINGVALUES OF THE
MACH NUMBER.

The data in the rarefactionwave, 0.554 s y s 1 -
by, are fitted withy= (YB - 1)/AB+ 1. The data
in the constant state, 1 - by s y s 1 are fitted
by a Ii.nearextension through the point 1,1,

% Increase
M by @(g/cm=) fi(kbm) in SDF(52,2)

1.00 0.00 2.308 269.4 --

1.01 0.01 2.296 265.3 0.005

1.03 0.02 2.285 261.5 0.034

1.15 0.10 2.219 237.1 13.M

and ~ obtained for each shot are listed in Table

4-111. In Fig. 4.1, ~ andfi are plotted as func-

tions of the distance of run. The constant values

obtainedwith the classicalmcdel, Eq. (3.21),are

shown for reference. A linear fit to 6(X) and

fi(X)reveals a slight upward trend. The density

increases from 2.3C6 to 2.340 g/cm= and the pres-

sure increases from 267.4 to 281.9 kbar.

In view of this, a slightly time-dependent

detonationmodel is considered. This tiel which

assumes only instantanews reaction (the Chapman-

Jouguet hypothesis and

assumed) is also found

scription of the data.

14

self-similarflow are not

to proviclean accurate de-

The data are fitted with

xf(xi,X) given by

[()
B

‘i

()]

‘i
‘f ‘A% ‘(l-A-B) r ‘ (4”3)

where

A=alX+~ , (4.4)

B.aX+a
34”

(4.5)

lhis fitting form, which has two independentvari-

ables (xi,X) and four parameters (al through a4),

is analyticallyequivalentto Eq. (B3a) when A and

B are constants. The standarddeviation of the fit,

sDF(53,4), iS actialh 1.4% larger than sDF(53y2)

obtainedwith Eq. (B3a). (The reduction of 2 in

the degrees of freedom has offset the slight reduc-

tion in the SUM of the squares of the deviations.)

The

fit

parameter values obtained from the least-squares

are

al = 0.20393 x 10-3 &.l@ x 10-3 , (4.6a)

~ =0.24378+.01.6 , (4.6b)

>. O.43413X lo-2 *.3a? xlo-~ , (4.6c)

a4= 1.lg17~.2P . (4.6d)

The flow is calculatedfrom Eqs. (3.1) to

(3.6) usins Eqs. (4.3) to (4.6)with D=7.886mn/

ksec (strictlyspeaking,D nmst be increasingvery

sllghtly, about O.1~, but this would have a negli-

gible effect on the calculation). The results show



the neighborhoodof the Chapman.Jouguetpoint on any

reasonableHugoniot curve this pressure rise of 12
TABLS4-III.PMAMXSBSA ANDB,DSWSITY,ANOPSSSSU2BATTSE

DEIWATIONFRONTOBTAISSDBY FITTIWOSACTIDATASST kbar could result from a very slight, about 0.1$,
IWDIVIOUALLYWIm EQ. (k.2) OVSRTEE sNME
0.J+5Jsxi/xs 1. increase in D, which is well within its measurement

error.
1

Shot Dataibints
mf- Fit x A B ?Wcms) W4

427 8

428 7

b39 7

430 7
431 6

442 5

433 5

434 4

435 4

1.@3.8121
$i?.y)lo
85.3o13
79.8317

73.7193
61.0199
% .0128
54.6107
48.3455

0.64602

0.72794
0.67309
0.7C617
0.55019
0.53676
0.s4198
0.6W9
0.6526c

0.69k23

0.631.31

0.68397

0.661.11

0.772>2

0.77974

0.77151

0.70812

0.7CCX25

2.319

2.352

2.3kl

2.365

2.288

2.278

2.272

2.334
2.31Q

27>.2

286.0

285.1

288.5

262.6

259.4

256.8

277.1

278.0

If we pursue this model further, to the point

of calculatingthe detonationMach number, we find

a Mach number 1.03 at 48 cm of mn which increases

to 1.05 at 100 nm. This increasingMach number in-

dicates that the detonation is getting weaker as it

propagates,whereas the increasingfront pressure

indicates the opposite. This contradictionmay in-

dicate a failure of our assumption of instantaneous.

reaction. However, it may be possible to remove

ClassicalWOdel: 0.63388 o.’/C&x 2.323 7k.7 the contradiction (i.e., obtain a decreasing Mach

number) through a constrained least-squaresfit.

The Mach number will decrease if we require the pa-

rameters to satisfy the inequality

I ! I I I I i I

2.38r 1

‘“E

~ 2.34- “1.

E
~ 2.30-
z
w ._.~”
a

2.26 1 I 1 1 I I
40 50 60 70 %0 90 100

DETONATION FRONT POSITION (mm)

where

(4.’7)

(4.8)

‘s(x)=+’[-”-+(=J+
-1

( )]a%f
-3cg F . (4.9)

The Partial derivatives are evaluated at Xi . X.

This constrainedfit has not been attempted.

Mader’5 has performed a calculationwith still

Fig. 4.1. Density and pressure at the detonation
a differentmodel. Nader considereda system of

front calculatedby fitting the foil 10.2 cm of Baratol (pm = 137 kbar, D = 4.87 mm/psec,
data for individual shots with Eq. (4.2). ~ =

2.60 g/cm3) and 10.2 cm of Composition B-3
0

that the detonation pressure increasesby about X2 (PcJ=3~kbu, D=7.g8mm/@cc, po= 1.73 g/ems).

kbar over the 52 mm of run. The average Pressure In his time-dependentcalculationwith the BKW-HOM

is the same as the Chapman-Jouguetpressure (278.5 equation of state, the Baratol-CompositionB-3 inter-

kbar) calculatedfromEq. (B3a) with A and B con- face deceleratesfrom an initial velocity of about

stant. 0.90 mn/ksec down to about 0.01 mm/@ec while the

Statistically,this slight increase is not detonationwave travels 10 cm. The result of this

significantlydifferent than zero. Recall that the interfacemotion is to place the end of the Taylor

Chapman-Jou~et pressure varied from267 to 2gl wave at about Y = 0.62 with non-self-similarflow

kbar for the classicalmodel when different fitting for Y< 0.62. This implies that the data points for

forms were used (see Appendix B). Furthermore, in Y c 0.62 should occupy an area in the Y,y plane

15



(recallFig, 3.1). This does not appear to be the

Case. However, the calculationindicates that the

area would be very narrow. The meximumhalf-width

would be about 0.004 measured normal to the curve

shown In Fig. 3.1 and would occur at about Y = 0.25.

Most probably, such a narrow region could not be

statisticallydistinguishedfrom a curve because

the standard deviations in the data are nearly this

size for many points.

In the course of the experimentalwork des-

cribed herein, an x,t measurement of the P-081/

CompositionB-3 interfacewas made. The measure-

ment indicates that the interface velocity is near-

ly constant at 0.9 mm/psec over the range from2

to 8 cm of run of the detonationfront. Without

reference to this result, we obtained from the foil

data analysis a constant state with velocity of

0.5g nss/psecend pressure of 132 kbar adjacent to

the Interface. This state implies the impact pres.

sure from the P-081.driver 1s about 103 kbar, which

is about 35 kbar lower then the detonationpressue

for a slab of Beratol. The impact pressure for the

P-O& may very well be less than its detonation

pressure because of the inherentmultidimensional

effects known to be present in the P-081. A qUZul-

titative study of the P-081 is planned using the

embedded foil techniqye.

As the final topic we consider the following

question. What systematicdisplacementof the

final foil positionswould be sufficientto produce

a Chapman-Jouguetpressure of 312 kbar (the largest

experimentalvalue reported in Ref. 1.6)? To inves-

tigate this question we take the fitting form given

by Eq. (B3a), i.e.,

a2
u/D = alY ,

end fix al so as to yield the desired pressure of

312 kbar at Y= 1. The data are then fitted with

parameter a2 adjustable. The differencesbetween

the present data points and the calculated curve

which representsthe required systematicdisplace-

ment are shown in Fig. 4.2. In general, the foils

at the beginning of the Taylor wave would have to

be moved forward and the foils near the end of the

Taylor wave would have to be smved backwards. TME

would imply a density higher than we calculatewith

the classicalnmdel in the front and lower in the

rear. For a detonation wave that has traveled

.006 I I I I [111111111111111111111 Ill

:~
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

Y=xi/tD

Fig. 4.2. Systematic displacementof final foil
positionswhich is sufficientto prcxiuce
a Chapnen-Jouguetpressure of 312 kbar.

100 mm, the largest forward displacementwould be

about 0.3 mm end the largestbackward displacement

about 0.35 mm. These displacementsare two to three

times as large as the standard deviation of the

measurements.

v. CONCII.J910NS

The initial and final foil positions recorded

at nine discrete pesitions of the detonation front

ranging from 48 to 101 sssare shown to scale with

the detonation front position for a considerable

distance (about ‘j@ of the distance of run) behind

the front . The detonationwave velocity is found

to be 7.8% *.008 mm/psec over the range of inter-

est and the “reactionzone” appears to be very thin.

The data are accuratelydescribed within the con-

text of the classical Chapmen-Jouguet/Taylorwave

mode1. The results of analyses show that the

Chapnan-Jouguetstate for CompositionB-3 (60% RDx,

40$ TN1’,initial density 1.730 g/ems) is described

by: G = 275 +4 kbar, ~ =2.32 *.01 g/cm3, ii= 2.01
,.

5.03 xms/wsec,and y = 2.92 k.05. The flow follow-

ing the Taylor wave is found tobe very nearly a

constant state describedby: p = 132 & kbar,

P = 1072 *.0~ g/cm3,u = 0.5& *.04mm/Vsec, end

Y = 1.69 &.05.

The data can also be described, equally well,

by a weak detonationwith Mach number a few percent.

meater than unity. For a Mach number 1.03, the

detonation pressure is about 97$ of the Chapnan-

1.6
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.

Jouguet value. A slightly time-dependentdetona-

tion can also be used to describe the data. With

this mcriel,the detonationpressure is found to inc-

rease by 12 kbar over the range from @ to 101 nnn.

The mean pressure is the Chapman-Jouguetvalue.

Neither of these models yields results that are

statisticallydifferent than those obtainedwith

the classicalmodel.

When the flow is calculatedfrom various cali-
7 8

brated isentropes (y-law, BKW.HOM, and JWL9) using

the classicalmodel with a constant velocity driver-

CompositionB-3 interface,none of the isentropes

accuratelydescribes the initial and final position

data. The standard deviations of the data points

range from 0.cQ08 to 0.0031, whereas the standard

deviation of the fit with the calibratedisentropes

is 0.003g, 0.c03k, and 0.0076, respectively. For

comparison,the two-parameterleast-squaresfit

with Eq. (3.21) gives 0.0017. If two parameters

are adjusted in either the BXW-HOM or the JWL form,

then they describe the data as well as does Eq.

(3.21). Thus, neither form is preferable for fit-

ting the data.

In assesaing any of these results, we must

bear in mind that the effects of the foils are not

fully known at present. Measurement of the detona-

tion velocity on a system identical to that used

here but without foils gives a velocity of 7.915 rmn/

psec, which is O.~% higher then the velocity of

7.8% mm/@ec measured with foils. Reference 16

describes experimentswhich compare the free surface

velocities of driven plates for explosive systems

with and without foils. ‘Ihefree surface velocity

is found to be 3.60 nnn/@ec with foils and 3.66 mm/

pec without foils. The inferred Chapman-Jouguet

pressures are 312 k5 and 317 i8 kbar, respectively.

It is concluded that the foila do not seriously
16

affect the velocity of a driven plate. Further

experimentsare planned b compare both the density

distributionand the detonation state with and with-

out foils.
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APPENDIX A . CAICULMCEDVAUJES OF Y, y, AND
ASSOCIATED STANDARD DEVIATIONS

The values of Y and y are calculatedfrom Eqs. respectively,where O(xi), O(xf), and o(X) are the

(3.8) end (3.9). The standarddeviations in Y and standard deviations in XL, Xf, and X, respectively,

y are calculatedas as listed in Table 2-I. Equations (Al) and (A2)

assume that x

[

i, X and Xf, X, respectively,are

1
+

u(Y) = X-l U(xi)z + Y2 U(X)2 , (Al) stochasticallyindependentvariables so that the

associated covariancesvanish.

[

The values of Y,

1u(y)=X-l U(xf)z + & U(X)2 + , (A2) y, and the associated standard deviations are des-

ignated as YI, YF, and STD. DEV., respectively,in

the following listings.
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YI,YF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET NW-427

YI STD. DEVQ YF STDO DEVO

●50464478 .00036766

.56765210 ●00041132

,63058403 800045490

.69359333 ,00050923

,75648558 ●ooo54338

●81945024 .00059109

,88223041 ●oO063586

.94509389 .00067882

DETONATION FRONT

●S7756757

.63869516

●6959f3887

.75254062

●80703804

,85914389

.90975190

,9S768464

ieooOOoOOO

.00203044
- .

●00136978

●oo102161

●oo095681

●00135904

,00078474

.Ijo098595

.00100171

.oo1O1284

YItYF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET NW-428

YI STD. DEvo YF STD. DEvo

.54922433 .00052376

.61785386 ●oo058421

.68647o42 .00064976

.75525129 ●oo071846

.82387326 .00077514

.89261954 ●00084239

.96122853 .00090344

DETONATION FRONT

.62118788

●68371693

.74797570

.80788316

●86392039

.91841710

.97043816

iooooooOOo

●oo219187

.00140762

.60105453

.50i37617

.00153470

.00115908

.00147619

.00132247
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YI,YF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET NW-439

YI STD. DEVO YF STD. DEVO

.36729111 ●00040919

.44076045 ●ooo48621

.51451485 ●(joo57055

.5881047o ●oo064793

,66175481 ●00072828

.73492288 ●OO081124

.80836789 ●00088791

,88195775 ●00096890

,95557425 .oo1o5o58

DETONATION FRONT

,44622619

●51889021

●5912ij894

.65945588

.72755451

●79032413

●8523ij234

,9106ij621

●96588232

i.00000000

●o0202304

.oo21o5o9

●00198718

.00153369

●oo170688

●o0116011

.00128699

.00135045

.00164083

.00155184

Y19YF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET NW=430

YI STDO DEVQ YF STD. @EVO

.31774596

●39737473

.47692333

.55659719

.63654288

.71625432

.79569o18

.f17549056

,95500284

DETONATION FRONT

.00040054

●OOO491OO

.00058560

coO068365

●oo077f324

●ooo87475

●oo096937

●00106760

sool16385

●39743485

,47778639

.55429109

.63114778

●70574471

.77565178

e84i?52496

●90574045

.96605359

ieoooooooo

●00262039

●00145055

.00157576

●00169342

.00171254

●oo149225

.00150324

,00133291

coo1355al

●00172012
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yIQYF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET Nw-43i

YI S10. DEVO YF STDO DEVO

,25?91889

.34411884

.42991727

.51597343

●60207436

,68840453

,77492461

,86106895

●94708170

DETONATION FRONT

SOO030447

.QO040694

●oo050532

.00060279

●OO070360

.00080498

●00090738

●OO1OO576

.oo11o52o

.33639766

.42164128

.50841910

.59124001

.67281295

●74367228

●82322133

.89331695

●95848170

iooOOOoOOO

,00289552

.00268753

●(j0275543

●oo313120

coo216092

,00170927

●oo189413

c(jo162877

●oo176491

.00164405

YI.YF VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET FIW-432

YI STDC DEVO YF STD. DFVC

●19210008 ●ooo45413

●28834328 ●00067852

,38450467 ●OOo90606

,4$080545 .00112959

,57668201 .00135223

●67304339 ●oo157811

,76946233 ●00180403

,86584946 ●o0202874

,96192753 ●o0225461

DETONATION FRONT

.27211438

.37045285

.46783990

.56078187

,65173614

.73997397

.82406914

.90244479

.97717773

i.00006000

co0218995

,00224104

.00Z58R3Z

●00163733

.00200128

.00209678

.00231831

●00239786

.00253148

●oo331026

.

.
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YI,YF VALUEs AND STANDARD Deviations FoR DATA SET NW=442

YI STDe DEVO

.10441676

.20865652

.31272585

●41689351

.52072521

.62498955

.72914738

.63360674

.93768426

DETONATION FRONT

YIcYF VALUES AND

YI

.l135b868

.22717307

,34060251

,4539bo16

,56738281

,68016953

,79346864

.90724977

DETONATION FRONT

900007374

.00007727

●00010210

●0001.0680

●00014096

●00014953

●00017169

●00019783

●OOO211O3

YF

●1797~039

.28277496

.39117239

.49565717

.59449950

.69135807

.78283150

c86852486

,95034735

igoooOoOOO

.o0367932

,00307169

,00281338

.00295330

.ijo163694

●00166960

.00141388

●(jo196018

●O0142481

.00029434

STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET h,w-433

STDC DEV, YF STt)O oEVO

SOO020505

.co036354

.00054525

●00072313

●ooo90441

●00108508

●oo125235

.00143441

.18772673

,3007i805

,41832581

,52918440

.6369562o

.73816163

.83703368

,92726f341

i.000ooooo

,0035S069

,00365647

,00336378

.00282737

.00183145

●o030fI028

.00224735

,00262744

.00221678
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YIOYF VAMEs AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DATA SET NW-434

Y1 STD. OEVo YF STD. DEVC

,57967212 ●00119374 .65254794 ,00218177

,69514216 .00143174 .75565228 .00234211

,81155708 .00167052 ,85396818 ,00237249

.9270548o .00190761 .94546307 .oo231O37

DETONATION FRONT ioooOOoooo .00290038

Y19YF VALUES AND STAN[JARD OEVIATIpNS FOR DATA SET NW-435

YI STD. DEVO YF STI). DEVO

.13111872 ,00026728

.2620761o .00052004

.3937326i .00075624

.52474791 .oo1OO385

.65632168 .00124956

,78715289 ●00150034

.91826333 ●00174707

DETONATION FRONT

.21819611

.34843367

.47532035

.60136517

.72144874

.83421208

.93939457

ioooOOoOOo

,00362286

.00322099

.00206513

.00305711

.00161226

.00234812

.00289114

.00268535

.

.

.
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APPENDIX B. INVESTIGATIONOF VARIOUS FITTING FORMS

.

.

The flow variables calculatedbyEqs. (3.10) to

(3.15) depend upon the analytic form of y(Y). In

general, different analytic forms can be expected to

produce slightlydifferent results particularly

because derivativeaof the fitthg form are involved.

Since there is no physical basis, other than very

general smoothnessrequirements,upon which to select

a fitting form, it is the pn’pose of this appendix

to estimate the amount of variation in the flow var.

iables that can arise due to the choice of the fit-

ting form. The approach is straightforward;we sim-

ply try a variety of fitting forma and hope that we

obtain a representativesample. Of course, we re-

tain only those fitting forma that provide a “good”

fit to the data, i.e., those forms that have essen-

tially the same value for the standard deviation of

the fit [Eq. (3.28)].

We first seek to determine the minimum number

of parmeters required to describe the data adequate.

ly. We consider eight two-parameterforma and eight

three-parameterforms and look at the reduction in

the sum of the squares of the deviations (SSD) that

is achieved by introducing the additionalparameter.

‘Tosimplify the specificationof such a wide variety

of fitting forms, we utilize the fact that the spec-

ification of the form of any flow variable is equiv-

alent to the specificationof y(Y). The equations

that relate the form of the specifiedflow variable

to the form of y(Y) or Y(y) are given in Appendix C.

The following fitting forma are investigated:

Two-Parameter:

a2
u/D=aly , (Bla)

u/D=a1y+a2, (EZ2a)

a2
u/D=alY ,

a2 Y
u/D=ale ,

%
P/PO= aly ,

(B3a)

(Bba)

(B5a)

(E6a)

~Y

p/po=a1y+a2 > P/Po=A1e , ( BTa)

%Y ,
P/PO = al e

‘lWee-l%remeter:

(B8a)

a2
u/D=aly +a3 , (Bib)

u/D=aly2+~Y+a3 * (B2b)

a2+a
u/D = al Y

3’
(B3b)

a2 Y
u/D=ale +a3 s (B4b)

a2+a
P/PO = aly 3’

(B5b)

P/PO = aly2 +azy+a
3’

(%b)

a2y

p/po=ale +a3 3 (m)

‘w+a
P/PO = al e 3“

(B8b)

The two forma given in Eq. (B7a) are equivalent

analytically. The second form is given simply to

show that Eq. (B7’b)is a natural three-parameter

extension.

In Table B-1 we list the parameter values and

their standard deviations togetherwith the reduc-

tion in the sum of the squares of the deviations

that is achieved. The average reduction in SSD is

2.6$. For the three-parameterforms, the standard

deviations of the parameters are generally as large

as the parameters themselves. Furthermore, the

off-diagonalelements of the correlationmatrix are

generallyvery close to il.. All of this suggests

that two parameters are adequate to describe the

data; hence, no firther considerationis given to

the three-parameterforms.

The differencesin the calculatedflow veri-

ables for the two-parameterforms are shown in

Figs. B.1. The differencesare relative to the

values obtained with fitting form (B7a), P/p. = AY

+ B, which is representativeof the mean. The ab-

solute values obtained with each fitting form are

listed at the detonation front in Table B-II and at

the end of the Taylor wave in Table B-III. Three

other forma are added:

Yu = alY(l-Y) + ~(1-Y) + Y ,

p= al(v/vo)-1”34 + a3Z4v’v0

.l.lv/vo
+ 0.076783 e 3

@= al+ .%-#nv + a3(5nv)2 +0.028355 (hv)3

- 0.0~436 (hV)4 .

(B9)

(B1O)

(Bll)
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fitting forms relative to fitting form (B7a).
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Form (~) is added because YU is 13.nearin al and

~ and, hence, their standard deviations can be

calculated exactly for the analysis of variance de.

scribed in Appendix E. The parameter values for

this fitting form are “listedat the beginning of

Appendix E. Forms (B1O) and (Bll) are the JWL and

BkW-HOM forma, respectively. The constats in

each form are calibrationvalues (see Sec. IIIB5)

end al is a function of the two free parameters

through the Rankine.llugoniotequations and the

Chapman-Jouguetcondition [see Eqs. (3.32) and

(3.33)1.

eters in

TABE?P-I.

The values of al and the two free param-

each case are given in Table 3-III.

PARMISTSRSANDSTASDARDDEVIATIONSFOR‘IWO.ANDTSRIZ-
p~ FIT1’INCFORM TOiSTNSS WITS ‘l?lE RELUCTION IN
THSBUNCFTP3SQWR2S0plli2D2t7./i~ONS ACiiISWDBY-
ADDING~ llilllllPARAMETSR.
me clataare fittedover the rangeo.k5k s Y s 1
(53dati points).

Flttins $ Reduction
Form CL. *O ~+u a=*a in SSD

B1 0.25695 +o.co3 1.92s3 +0.c68
o.249e6 +0.047 2.0222 io.688 0.@37774?3.Oz 0.04

s? 0.39888 +C.01.5 .O. M77 io.oll
o.261oL io.167 -0.91534 a.266 0.01205io.lok 4.51

B3 0.2W4 4.033 1.5176 M.05k
0.26380&3.0% 1.4677 4.547 -o.co5k7i.o.c62 0.02

B~ 0.03604H3.c02 2.0144 +s3.072
0.3L04?4.602 0.62C84=.547 -0.37479M.653 6.4o

ES 1.3304 io.oYk 0.50309M.016
o.50~o +0.320 1.7773 a.684 0.84057io.128 6.99

as o.7m7 Q.023 0.58373io.olg
0.37186KI.317 o.l~@ +S3.507 0.81537s3.193 2.62

w 0.63388iO.020 0.708904.015
0.3574840.7%2 0.96854io.859 0.405?7io.698 0.30

28 0.79023@.oll 0.535$7M.az?
1.4w @.* 0.340S9io.746 -0.67773i4.D7 0.14

TAB= B-II. FIDJ VARIABIESAT ‘TillDEIOfL4TIONFROhT(Y = 1) FOR TSS
llF~??J FOR4S(lIVIMSYEQS.(llldto28a),(@),(B1O),
AsD(Bll). DAIM ARBFI= FOR O.434 S Y < 1. MhIS

‘Ares m ‘mmmD-nONs’ ‘ff’ ‘mmo ‘lsm.

Flttins
Form Jilo- i/D 11/D @(kbar) ?

Bla 1.3458

lea 1.3335

B3a 1.3492
2J4a 1.3701.
B5a 1.3304
x. 3..3365
B7a(ref.)1.3428
S8s 1.3!n4

S9 1.3586

0.74305

0.74989

0.74116

o.z?987b

0.75165

0.?4823

0.74473

0.74050

0.73602

0.2%95

0.25011

0.25884

0.27013a

0.24835

o.25rr7

0.25527

0.25950

0.26398

276.L7

269.10

278.%

290.6?

267.21

270.90

274.66

279.21

284.o3

2.8918

2.9383
2 .%34

2.7019b

3.0267

2.9718

2.9174

2.8535
2.78E2

B1O 1.3319 O.?* 0.2493.8 268.10 3.0132

Bll 1.3259b o.75191a o.24&9b 266.94b 3.0308’

Mean 1.3436 0.74435 0.25%5 275.07 2.9143

‘ff 0.0039 o.c0214 0.03214 2.30 0.0322

(a)m.ximm, (b) Mlnimm

‘TAilIi?-III. FUJA VARf.ABIESAT ~ END OF TSS TAYLORWAVS (Y = 0.454)
FOR ~ 11 FITTING FORMS G- BY EQB. (Bla tO (B%), (69),

(BIO),AND (Bll). 1DATAAREFITTSDFOR0.45<Y s 1.
ESANVAU!SSAm STANDARDD~~ON2 AREALSOLISI’SD.

FittiM
Form P/PA c/n u/D p(kbar) Y

Bla 0.9991

a?a 0.9737
B3a 1.@Q

B4a 1.0281a

B5a Qx@b

K5a 0.98?1

B7a(ref.) 0.9967

B8a 1.W

m 1.0179

B1O o.W

Bll 0.9733

0.45372

0.46488

0.4%W7

0.4413J

o.47101a

0.46248

0.45550

0.45044

0.446U2
0.46969

0.45644

0.07546

0.%231

0.07808

o.08993a

o.05817b

0.06671

0.07425

0.07987

0.08482

0.05870

0.c6226

132.15

X24.99

1.33.61

140.18a

122.77b

127.38

131.50

1.34.57

137.30
123.14
125.o?

1.6748

1.8271

1.6s27

1.5387b

1.8713QU

1.7743

1.6919

1.635o

1.%8
1.%32

1.&?24

Mesn 0.9923 0. 4s780 0.07187 1.30.24 1.7223

% 0.CQ54 0.00302 0.IXW8 1.79 0.0351

(a) Mnximm, (b) Mninnxn
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APPENDIX C. TECHNIQUliFOR INOIRECT SPECIFICATION
OF THE LEAST-SQUARESFIl?lTINGFORM

A general least-squaresalgorithm capable of

treatingboth linear and nonlinear fitting forms is

used to fit the data. The algorithm involves a

calculationof the partial derivatives of the fit-

ting form, Y(Y; an) or Y(y; an), with respect to

each parameter.

The eqyations that define the fitting form

and its partial derivativesare listed for the

cases when a form is specifiedfor p(y)/po, p(Y)/po,

u(Y)/D> u(y)/D, P(fIo/P)/PoD2, or Y(P/Po). we also

LLst the additional equatiom, in each case, neces-

sary to completelydescribe the flow. The x, t

coordinatesof the negative characteristicsare

calculated in all case as

t = ~ Y-$/D , (cl)

x=zyY-$, (E’)

where 2 is the value of x at the intersectionof

the negative characteristicwith the Chapmen-Jouguet

detonationfront. The boundary conditions listed

below correspond to an instantaneousChapman-Jouguet

detonation,li.e.,the Taylor wave is attached to the

detonationfront. The initial conditionsare

u =0 ,
0

(C3)

Po>o . (C4)

In the remainder of this appendixwe use the follow-

ing reduced variables ~ = l/T = p/po, ii = u/D,

E = c/D, $ = p/poti, ~ = (E - Eo)/~, and drop the

tilde.

1. Specificationof P(Y ; an).

The fitting form, Y(y), and the partial deriv.

atives, 3Y/aal, are given by

Y’=p ,

(%J’=$%JYy
(C5)

(c6)

with boundary conditions

?=1> (C7)

(C8)

The prime denotes partial differentiationwith re-

spect to the independentvariable (y, Y, p, or v)

of the specified flow variable (p, u, y, or p).

The parameters are held constant during the

differentiation. The (“) denotes a quantity eval-

uated at the Chapnan-Jouguetpoint.

The additional equationsare

P’ = (Y/P)2 P’ , (Q)

E’=PP-2p’ > (Clo)

c= Y/p , (Cll)

u =y- c , (C12)

y=c2 p/p , (CI.3)

with boundary conditions

ii=(~-1)/p , (C14)

‘j.ii+p
0’

(C15)

ii=poii+$ii . (CI.6)

2. Specificationof P(Y ; an).

The fitting form, y(Y), and the partial deriv-

atives, ay/aA, are siven by

Y’ = l/P > (C17)

(%)’=-‘2(%)Y2
(CI.8)

with boundary conditions

t=l, (C19)
.

q=o” (C20)

The additional equations and boundary conditions

are the same as in the previous case.

3. Specificationof U(Y ; an).

The fitting form, Y(y), and the partial deriv-

atives, aY/aaA, are given by

c =Y-u , ((721)

P’= (P/c) u’ , (G22)

Y’=p , (C23)

()ac au
~=q’

Y

(C24)

(C25)

.

.
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()
/_ap

g -q ‘ (c26)

with boundary conditions

p=l/(l. il) , (@7)

?=1,

+
q= ()(1 - i)-’ ~ ,

Y

(c28)

(C29)

(C30)

The additional equationsare

P’= Czp’ , (C31)

E’ =p P-2P’ , (C32)

Y = c2P/P > (C33)
with boundary conditions

; .li+po , (C34)

i .poll+; cz . (C35)

4. Specificationof u(Y ; an).

The fitting form, y(Y), and the partial deriv-

atives, ayjaal, are given by

c= Y/p ,

P‘=pu’/c ,

Y’ = l/P ,

(%)=+-2($%)~
(%’)=+(%l+u’%-~%’l 9

(’)=-‘-2(%)>
with boundary conditions

i= 1/(1 - 6) ,

;=~,

()g=(l-w’~ ,
.F,

Y

(c36)

(C37)

(c38)

(C39)

(C40)

(C41)

(c&)

(C43)

(C44)

(C45)

The additional equations and boundary conditionsare

the same as for u(y).

5. Specificationof y(p ; an).

The fitting form, y(Y), and the partial deriv-

atives, ay/aaA, are givenby

c = Y/p , (CM)

F(p) =y(l+y)+py’ ,

y=~ ,

%=; ~

(%);(%); $(%), >

(%L=(%)P+Y’’(%)Y y

(%3)Y=(%), (aA)
(l+2y)+p ~

()

, ap
~

Y

(q;:: ( )
-2 ap

>

%?(:,)y= %($;-%?jy

()

2YC-2 ac
-—

q’

Y

q%)y=-p -:( )
ap
~“

Y

The value of ~ is given by

Y(P; an) -(6- l+po~)-1 co .

The other boundary conditions are

ji=l,

(%); -(%)[’’+’2 (“PO]-’>
P

()

aj
~ =0 .

Y

The additional equations are

du=~dp
E pa!? ‘

dp = CZ dp
G 3’

:=PP-’% ?

with boundary conditions

(C47)

(CM)

(c@)

(@o)

(C51)

(C52)

(C53)

(C54)

(C55)

(c%)

(C57)

(c58)

(C59)

(c60)

(c61)

(C62)
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li= (p-1)/b , (c63)

$= U+ $”,
o (c64)

i=pofi++tlz . (C65)

i6. Specificationof p(v;an),

The fitting form, y(Y), and the partial deriv-

atives, hy/aaA, are given by

C=yv> (C66)

~=+’ ,
,2

()

Y’=-: P”-g+v+ ,

(c67)

(C68)

S.J=-py’ , (c69)

F(P) =Y(NY)+P$ > (C70)

(C71)

(C72)

Mv,%’(%)v-(%)v( %)v(%r ~ (C73)

The following definitionsare used in the above and

all following equationa.

a = the dependentparameter. ‘Ibisparameter
m

depends upon all the other parameters.

al = Sny parameter except am“

~ = all parameters except am and al.

Fartial differentiationwith respect to a parameter

implies that all the other parameters are held

fixed unless otherwise noted.

f~l,;(%);(%)v(%) v(~r ~ (C74)

@)v,%=(%)v-(E)v(%)v(~r 9 (C75)

(%)V,%= [(%);: -PV(%)V,}-2 ~ ‘C76)

2 ,,
Yn=-:P’n- 3V p’ # + -p’) ’,(c78)--p +—

@

Q=v4y”+2v3y’ , (W9)

i%)v,<~(%)v,;w% )v,%

-x!%~,;5(%);p’(%1,%

()

2V(p’)2 ap-—
~

(CL?O)
3

“%

(H%j);: ( )
+, (cm)

t ‘%

(!(!O,,%’:(%),% 9

(()
+dy

~~
(C82)

“% ‘

(()(’)ya=(%)y,ak Y>%
(l+2Y)+P~$’

‘k

()

+~~ya > (c83)

‘k

()

ac

()

-2 ap
~ ‘-yp ~’

Y,ak Y,ak

(c84)

d!%)ya+$i)y,%-x%)y%
‘k >

()2Y ac
-~~’ (c85)

“ %

(%)y,%=(~)k)y,%+(%)v,%’‘cm)g(g) .-p-Z(#L.) .
1“%

al y>~
(c&M)

.
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.

.

The values of v and am are obtained by simultaneous

aoluti.onof

P’(O ; ak, am) = -1 , (c87)

The other boundary conditionsare

(C88)

ji=l, (@l)

$+,a=(%)v,a[*++(,+ PO]-’ , (c%,
‘k k

()
%$

=0 . (@3)

Y,ak

The additionalequations and boundary conditions

are the same as for y(p).

APPENDIX D. CAD3UIATEDF~ FOR THE CHA~N-JOUCUET/TAYIORWAVE MODEL

‘Fneresults of the Chapman-Jouguet/Taylorwave

calculationare presented in this appendix for the

fitting form given by Eq. (3.21), i.e.,

()Y=l+A-l~AY+B m“

The results are displayed in 17 curves (Fig. D.1)

followed by the tabulatedvalues. The detonation

velocity used here is 7.8863 mm/~sec and the density

of the unreacted explosive is 1.730 g/cm3. The

data points that deviate from the least-squares

curve, Eq. (3.21),by more than the standard devia-

tions given in Appendix A are listed in Table D-I.

TAB12 D-I. DATA FOINTS THAT DSVIATE FROM THE LEAST-
SQUARES FIT, EQ. (3.21), By ~~ ~N
THE STANDAKD DEVIATIONS GIVEN IN
APPENDIX A. DATA POINTS THAT LIE BELCW
THE CAICULATEE CURVE HAVE A MINUS SIGN.

Data Feint No. Data Set x Dev/v

31 M-427 100.8I21 -1.02

58
!1 ,,

-1.67 -

52
It !1

-1.09

26 NW-428 $z?.wlo 1.14

40
,, II

-1.73

20 W-439 % .3013 1.47

27 II !, l.os

35
11 It 1.17

29 IW430 79.8317 1.69

37
!, ,, 1.57

53
11 37 1.06

32 NW-431 73.7193 -3.11

7 NW-442 61.oI.99 -l.&l

16 ,, ,, -1.23

34 NW-433 56 .0U28 -1.18

45 t! t, -1.45
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Fig. D.1. Flow variables calculatedwith the classical
model and fitting formEq. (3.21).
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FI14QL RESULTS CUNTINUED

C40SS CHARACTLRISTIC

)(/xTILrjE

1.90000

.99024

.98878

. 3f3863

. ?8655

.98602

.98405

.3814J

.?7f178

.37572

.97158

,.)6958

.9fJt350

.?6661

.?6233

.95392

.9sc185

.94943

.94689

.94580

rl)/XTILi)E

1.00000

1.01Q97

1.0229JI

1.0?329

1.02750

1.02864

1.(1326’3

1.03815

1.04355

1,94987

1.05844

1.06466

1.06482

1.06875

1.07766

1,09527

1.10172

1.10469

1.11004

1.11223

ALL DATA SETS EXCEPT IJW-432

x/xTIL[lE

.94169

.?4!)95

.93883

.93467

.92824

.7~781

.92047

.91F).35

.91352

.9~539

.Q1347M

.LI0273

.90196

.09944

.09191

,88964

●88120

.97859

.n7~12

.87294

rD/XTILDE

1.1.?106

1,12263

1.1271?

1.13590

1.14974

1,1%06$3

1,16648

1.1711U

1.1R154

1.19940

1.200”74

1.29525

1.20695

1,21253

1.22928

1 .~343b

1.25339

1.?5930

1.?64Y2

1.?7221

b’xTILDE

.86574

.85919

.85515

.t34q2b

.R4915

,04376

,841)~2

.82718

.n~51j)

,82243

,8?163

.81616

.80019

.78624

TD/XTILM

1.ZR877

1.30399

1.31344

1.327?7

1.32?75~

lo3403~

1.34935

1.38046

1.3R57b

1.39215

1.39412

1.40769

1.448(J2

1.48416
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lNl)~PENDENT
WEIGHT VARIABLE

i.000ooooE+oo 1.0000OOOE*OCI

CALCULATE
FUNCIION

1,0000OOOF+OO

9.7085R31F-01

9,66563;5E-01

906612834~-01

9_6008971~-01

9.5057fi68F-01

9052139553F-01

904533528F-01

903792299E-1)1

9.2936a61F-ol

DEPENDENT

VARIABLE

l@oOoooooE+oo

9070438?oE-oI

9e6S8823~E_OI

9,6605360E-01

90584817fiE=01

9eS76$i460E-111

905034730E-01

DEvlATI()~

o.

-4,201o81OF=O4

-6e8074t317E_@

-7,4735770F-05

-1.6080111F:03

-80FJ608317F-04

_2e5482266F:Ij3

lo2782244F_04

104716074F:03

-2.1oO213OF-O3

I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1,0000oooE+oo 9061~2850E-01

looooooooE+oo 9,5557420E_oI

l.uoooonoE+tIo 9.5500280E-01

l.uooooooE+Oo 904708170F-01

.

.

1.uooOOOOE+OO 9045u93QoE-ol

l,uoononoE+oo 9037b8430F-01

i.000noooE+Oo 902785480E-01

i.~oooooOE+Oo 9,1826330E-01

90454631ijE-ol

90393946~E-01

902726840E-oli.000oonoE+oo 9,0724980F-01

i.000ooooE+Oo r3092b1950E.ol 4.8431237F;04

-9e5814673F-06

lmo5~7755F-03

103027772F-03

303156922F-~4

-2a41?8717F-03

8.6194469F-04

-3.1774672F-~4

Q.4556683F-04

le8888176F-03

205262907F:03

-1.1328565E.03

1.26575Z2F-03

4.3155412F:04

-3.11?3673F-04

le5722147F:03

102233753F-I13

-1.3451745F_fj3

2,5232359F-1)3

7ot3347665F~i14

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

90184171~E-ol 901793279E-01

9.0976148F-01

9.oQ54642F-01

900443772F-01

8,9298533F-01

Rc71394477E-ol

8.6305$146F-01

R.5946165F-01

805302263F-01

8,5041?48F-01

8.3999871F-01

803R16656E-01

B03294635F-01

802278975F-01

lloo734Q94F-ol

8.0631(19915-01

708910672F-01

7.8417667F-01

7,7312856Fo01

7,5486882E-01

10UOOOOOOE*OO 808223040E-01 900975190E-01

1.UOOOOOOE+OO 808195770E-01

i.uooooooE+oo ~,75+9060E-01

901060620E-01

c).057405iE-01

8m933i69iE-ol

13c6852490E-01

1.UOOOOOOE*OO 8061U6890E-01

l,UOOOOOOE+OO F103360670E-01

1.UOOOOOOE+UO 1302357330E-01

lauooooooE*oo 8,19*5020E-01

leIJooooooE*oo 801155710E-01

Ro6392134~E-rjl

805914390E-ol

fla539682~E-01

10GoooooOE*OO 8.0836790E-01 8,5230235E-01

804252500E-01

8C3703370E-01

80342i21~E-ol

7.0000()()OE*UO 7,9569020Eool

i.uooooooE+oo 7,9346860F_ol

i.000oooOE+Oo 708715290E_Ol

lo~ooooooE+oo 7.74~2460E-01 8.232213?jE-01

8a0703800E-01

8007883?~E-01

70903L?41iE-01

70828315~E-01

7m756518iE-ol

705S65230E-01

l.ooooonoE+oo 7056W3560E-01

10UOOOOOOE+OO 7.5525130k-01

lofJooooooE+oo 7m3492290E-01

1,0000ooOE+OO 702914740~-01

I.0000oooE+oo 7,1625430E-01

i.00ooooOE+Oo 609514220E-01

i.000ooooE+oo 609359330E-01

i.oOooooOE*oo 6,88+0450E.ol

i.~ooOoOOE*Oo 608647040E-OI

70525406~E-oI

7c4367230E-ol

7_4797570E-ol

705352n83F-ol

7,4899665E-01

7.47306Q6F-01

704178972E-01

-908022967F-04

-5.3243531F-03

6c6873660F-04

-3062a1165F-(j3i,oooooooE+Qo 6oe016950E-01 7,381616iE-ol
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35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

lGOOOOOOOE+OO

i.uooooooE*oo

l,oooooooE*oo

10ooonoooE*oo

1.000nonOE*Oo

Y*l)oooonoE*oo

i.OoooooOE+oo

i*oooooooE*oo

I.0000oooE+oo

I.0000oooE*oo

~O~OOOOOOE*OO

1.IJOOOOOOE+OO

l,uOOOOOOE*OO

i.000oonOE*uo

i.000noooE+oo

l.uoonnooE+oo

j.000ooooE+oo

I.0000oooE+oo

1.0000OOOE*OO

1.0000oooE+oo

6,6175480E-01

6,5632170E-01

603654291)E-01

603058400E-ol

6024Y8960E-01

6.1785390E-ol

6.0207440E-01

608810470E-01

5,79tJ7210F-01

5067b5210E-01

s.6738280E-01

505659720E-01

5.4922430E-01

502474790E-01

502072520E-01

501597340E-01

5.1451490F-ol

5004b4480F-ol

4.76q2330F-01

4,5398020E-01

7e275545iE-01

7.214487~E-01

70057447~E-(11

A.95988QOE-01

60913581~E-ol

6.837169;E-01

6,728i300E-ol

6.594!j591jE-01

6e525479iE-0~

60386952~E-ol

(j,369562iE-01

603114780E-(11

6.211879i)E-ol

6oo13652~E-ol

5.9449951jE-01

50912400ijE-ol

5.912cIs90E-01

50775676~E-ol

5.542qlltjE-01

5,291944~E-ol

7c25553?9F-01

702073143E-01

700305n38E-01

609768441E-01

609263600E-01

6,13615Q48F-01

6.7175597FQ01

6e58R9377E-01

6,5107864E-01

603987143F-01

6e3~61~43F-01

6,2949331F-01

6.22b3362F-01

5.9920636F-01

5.9533930F-01

509075911E-01

508935061E-01

5.7978568F-tll

505260692F-01

502975339F-01

2.0007067F:03

7.1727458F:?J4

2.6943200F:03

-1 ●6955074F:03

-1,2719005F:03

-2,4425759F:03

100570271F:03

5,6212672F_i14

1.4692627E:03

-lo1762313F=ij3

-2.66~2273F:03

1,6544946F:03

-1.3657243F:i3

2.1588371F:03

-8.3980345F:04

4Ct3089220F:04

lo8582919F:03

-2.2180812F-03

lo6841815F003

-5.68’?8887F_i)4
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APPENDIX E. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

In this a~endix we calculate the variances in

p, c, u, p, and y that arise from the variances in

the fit parameters and the variance h the detona.

tion velocity. To this end we use fitting form (Bg)

y=AY(l-Y)+B(l-Y)+ Y, (El)

where A . 0.22567 and B . 0.038308. The statisti-

cal analysis of the least-squaresfit applies exact-

lyfor this form since it is linear in A and B.

The correlationcoefficientand standard deviations

of the parameters are

‘AB
= -0.98928 , (E2)

c(A) = 7.3275 x 10-3 , (E3)

u(B) = 4.4746 X 10-3 . (E4)

The standard deviation of the mean detonationveloc-

ity is

U(D) = 7.7338 x 10-3 ~/pec . (E5)

The variances V(A), V(B), V(D), and the covariance

V(A,B) are given by

V(A) = CT(A)2 , (E6)

V(B) = U(B)2 , (E7)

V(D) = cr(D)2 , (E8)

V(A,B) = rABa(A)u(B) . (m)

The variances in the flow variables are calculated

as follows.

1. Variance in Density.

‘l! hedensity,given byEqs. (El) and (3.10), is

P = POIA(l - 2Y) + I.- B]-l, end its variance is

‘J(P; y) = P~V(A) + P; ’J(B)

+ 2PAPB V(A>B) > (E1O)

wkere

pA = (2Y - l) P2/Po > PB= P2/Po . (En)

In EXIS.(E1O-=3), subscrifis lndi@e Partial dif-

ferentiation.

2. Variance in Acoustic Velocity.

The acousticvelocity, given by Eq. (3.11), is

-1
c = DYfIoP ,

and its variance is

V(c ; Y) = c: V(D) + C; V(P) ,

where

~= Ypop-l , Cp= -C/P , V(D>P)

3. Variance in particle Velocity.

The particle velocity, givenby

(3.12), is

u=D(A@+B) ,

and its variance is

v(u ; Y) = ~ V(D) + ufiV(A) + u;

+2uA~v(A,B) ,

where

~=u/D , UA=D9 , ~=D ,

V(D,A) = V(D,B) = O .

4. Variance in Pressure.

(EM?)

(E13)

=0. (E14)

Eqs. (El) and

(E15)

V(B)

(E16)

(E17)

The pressure, given byEqs. (El) and (3.I.3),

is

P= Pofi(2A&/3+ A/3 + B) (E18)

and its variance is

v(p ; Y) = p; V(D) + P~’f(A) + P; V(B)

+ 2PAPB V(A,B), (E19)

where

‘D = P/D > PA = P.D=’(2Y-3+1)/3 ,

‘B
= pol? . (E20)

1

5. Variance in Gsnnna.

Gamna, given byEq. (3.14), is

y= F/(Ffi)-l (ml)

where ~= p/pO and ?= p/poD2. The variance in

gamma is

V(y ; Y) = ~V(A) +Y~’J(B) +2YAYBV(A,B) , (=2)

where

yA= -y [(2Y- 1) ~ + (2P + 1)/35] ,

yB= -y (6+3-1) . (=3)

.
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In Table 3-II we list u.- and U- fiich are defined, The

say for p, as

Om(p ;Y) =V(p; Y)+ when V(D) ~ O , (E#+)
. for

and
the

uD(P ; Y) ~ V(p ; Y)+ when V(A) = V(B) =0. (E25) the

total standard deviation is simply

(E26)

a given fitting form. At the detonation front

total standard deviation is U(P ; 1) and at

end of the Taylor wave it is u(p ; YT).

AFPENDIX F. STATISTICALF TEST

The question of whether each data set comes

from the same population is investigatedusing a
21

statisticalF test. The procedure is to fit all

the data sets collectivelywith a given fitting

form denoting the sum of the squares of the devia-

tions by Q. + Q1. This is referred to as the

“restricted”model. Next, we select a particular

data set and reftt the remaining data sets collec-

tively and the”selected data set separately. The

combined sum of the squares of the deviations from

these last two fits we denote by Q. and refer to

this model as “unrestricted.” We now form the

quantityU given by

u=(n-N)Ql
—~ ‘r (Fl)

where n and N are the number of data points and pa-

rameters respectivelyin the unrestrictedmodel.

The quantity (n - N) is the number of degrees of

freedom. The difference between the number of de-

grees of freedom in the restricted and unrestricted

models is denoted by r. The quantity U is distrib-

uted approximately as F(r, n - N) .

Only the data points in the region (Y > 0.515)

are considered,since this test was performed at an

early state of the investigationwhen the terminal

characteristicwas thought to be Y = 0.515. There

are 55 data points. The point 1,1 is not considered

a data point, since the fitting form is chosen a

priori to pass through this mint. The fitting

form

y= (P- 1)/AB + 1 (K’)

is used throughoutthe test. The results are listed

in Table F-I and indicate that data aet NW-432 is

not a representativeset.

TABLE F-I, RESULTS OF THE STATTSTX.CALF‘TEST

Restricted Model Unrestricted Model
Degrees of Data
Freedonl

F at
Q. + Q1 Set n-N Q. r u 99$a

53

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

27.34 X 10-5

15.05 x 10=

15.05 x 10-5

1.5>ojx 10-5

15.05 x 10-s

15.05 x 10-5

15.05 x 10=

15.05 x 10-5

15.05 x 10-=’

15.05 x 10-=

432

442

439

435

434

433

431

430

428

427

51

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

17.34 x 10-5

13.74 x 10-5

13.74 x 10-5

14.25 X 10-5

14.72 x 10=

12.4L x 10-5

14.30 x lo%

X2.41 x 10-5

14.13 x 10-5

14.34 x 10-5

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

14.71

2.19

2.19

1.29

0.52

b.8g

1.21

4.@

1.50

1.15

5.05

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.1o

(a) Fvalues from Ref. 22.
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